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Abstract: Stochastic events can have catastrophic effects on island populations through a series of
genetic stressors from reduced population size. We investigated five populations of red mangrove
(Rhizophora mangle) from St. John, USVI, an UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, which were impacted by
Hurricane Hugo in 1989. Our goal was to determine diversity and to ascertain potential population
bottlenecks two decades after the event. With the lowest observed heterozygosity, highest inbreeding
coefficient, and evidence of a major bottleneck, our results demonstrated that the Great Lameshur
mangroves, devastated by Hurricane Hugo, were the least diverse stand of trees. The other four
populations from St. John manifested diversity reflecting the vegetation patterns of “fringing”
mangrove or “developed forest” characteristics. The two fringing mangrove populations (Hurricane
Hole and New Found Bay) evinced low observed heterozygosity and high inbreeding coefficients,
while the fully forested sites showed higher heterozygosity and lower inbreeding frequencies. As such,
fringing mangroves may be at greater risk to disturbance events and especially susceptible to sea level
rise since they do not have room landward to expand. Our pair-wise population analysis indicated
genetic similarity between the hurricane-damaged Great Lameshur and Coral Bay population,
whose propagules were used in previous restoration attempts and is the geographically closest
population. While the effective population size for Great Lameshur Bay places it in risk of genetic
dysfunction, future rehabilitation of the site may be possible by the introduction of propagules from
other regions of the island. However, recovery will ultimately be contingent upon hydrological
connectivity and environmental improvements.
Keywords: genetic diversity; connectivity; UNESCO Biosphere Reserve; stochastic events

1. Introduction
Mangrove forests represent an important coastal habitat in tropical regions globally. They provide
several critical ecosystem services including refuge for organisms, sediment stabilization, storm energy
abatement, and carbon sequestration [1]. However, they are among the most threatened ecosystems
due to anthropogenic destruction and climate change [2,3]. Specifically, mangroves are destroyed
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by humans to provide acreage for agriculture, housing, and aquaculture [4–6]. When these forests
are destroyed, their ecosystem services are diminished and often cause detrimental ripple effects in
adjacent communities [7]. Forest recovery after disturbance often takes decades due to the slow growth
and re-formation of the physiological growth requirements of saplings after physical devastation of
the environment [1,8,9]. Additionally, the reproductive capacity of the remaining trees may vary based
on proximity to others and whether animal or wind pollination dominates, as well as the water-born
dispersal phase of propagules. For red mangroves, they can exhibit flowering throughout the year,
but generally have an annual peak in flowering and seed production. As they are viviparous, seedlings
can develop prior to dispersal on the parent tree. This provides them an advantage for establishment
in new areas and their long dispersal time-frame of more than a month with extended viability suggest
that seedling can colonize distant regions, especially after disturbance events. Consequently, the length
of recovery is often dependent upon propagule supply and success. Restoration efforts have accelerated
the recovery of some forests [10]; however, continued anthropogenic stresses are leading to a net global
loss of mangroves and the services they provide [4–6,11].
Consequently, conservation efforts are best applied proactively by protection of these forests,
rather than reactional restoration of damaged systems. To that end, the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Biosphere Reserves were initially founded in 1977
as internationally designated protected areas. There are over 600 Biosphere reserves in 117 countries
(www.UNESCO.org). These reserves are designated regions that recognize the innate value of the
communities and the ecosystem services they provide. In general, UNESCO Biosphere Reserves,
like many protected areas, focus on community and species diversity, but not necessarily genetic
diversity of the organisms within. However, as scientists begin to understand the response of individual
species to environmental changes, the necessity of high levels of genetic diversity is becoming
apparent [12,13]. Populations that demonstrate low levels of genetic diversity and connectivity are
at greater risk of loss and potential extirpation because they lack the variation needed to survive
environmental changes. Additionally, populations may lack the resiliency to survive and recover after
a catastrophic event [8,9], ultimately leading to community shifts and loss of ecosystem services.
While anthropogenic destruction of mangroves is still the dominant loss factor, natural disturbances
also play a critical role in the health of these communities. Tropical storms can inflict significant
damage to coastal ecosystems including mangroves, as well as associated communities like coral reefs
and seagrass beds [14,15]. Seagrass beds have greater resiliency to disturbance given their growth
rate compared to reefs and mangroves, and damaged seagrass systems may recover in a matter
of years [16]. However, the recovery rate for mangrove forests may take decades. The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers suggests that mangrove habitats should be able to self-repair in 15–30 years after
a stressor, if normal hydrology returns [17]. The mangrove forests of the United States Virgin Islands
are dominated by three species including Rhizophora mangle (red mangrove), Avincennia germinans
(black mangrove), and Laguncularia racemosa (white mangrove). Frequently, a zonation pattern occurs
where red mangroves are closest to the shoreline and then transition into black mangrove forests
landward. White mangroves, when encountered, are subsequently located further inland as they
prefer less saline and drier soils.
Despite their protection through the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, Rhizophora mangle (red mangrove)
populations on St. John, United States Virgin Islands (USVI) have been devastated by anthropogenic
and meteorological phenomena over the last half century, as have many other Caribbean mangrove
populations. More than 15 hurricanes and frequent tropical storms have passed within 100 kilometers
of St. John since 1900. The eye of Hurricane Hugo (category5), one of the most powerful storms
in the Caribbean in the last century, passed over the island of St. Croix, 94 km west of St. John in
1989 [18–20]. This trajectory placed St. John in the North-East quadrant where winds and storm surge
are accentuated and caused extensive damage. More recently, Hurricanes Irma (September 6, 2017)
and Maria (September 20. 2017) have battered the region.
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Great Lameshur Bay and surrounding lands are part of the Virgin Islands National Park and
the Coral Reef National Monument. The coastal mangrove forest was dominated by R. mangle
historically, with a fringing presence of A. germinans and L. racemosa [21] Hurricane Hugo uprooted
trees and destroyed most of the forest in Great Lameshur Bay, leaving behind only 34 surviving
red mangrove trees [20,21]. Hugo also built up a sediment wall at the tidal creek mouth essentially
eliminating tidal exchange [21]. This loss of tidal activity caused the system to experience substantial
physiological stresses due to osmotic shifts and anoxia, but it also eliminated local recruitment of
seedlings. Destruction to the other mangrove forests on the island due to Hurricane Hugo were not
documented, but Reilly [18] described relatively minor losses in upland vegetation with minimal
impacts on the leeward side of the island. In 1995, Hurricane Marilyn somewhat damaged the
sediment wall, allowing some tidal flow to occur. Hurricane Lenny further improved tidal flow in
1999. A Lameshur Bay restoration attempt in 2003 planted >1200 mangrove seedlings, but survival
was extremely low, ~1% [21]. Water quality remained suboptimal due to the low tidal flow and the
continued decomposition of organic matter, resulting in increased temperature, salinity, and reduced
oxygen concentrations in the water [22]. A 2010 hurricane substantially re-opened the tidal channel
and improved flow and water quality (Bologna, unpubl. data). These changes have resulted in active
growth of the Great Lameshur forest and new seedlings have recruited into the open pan. While these
observations are encouraging, continued island development will increase anthropogenic stresses,
potentially leading to loss of these forests in the future. Additionally, large stochastic events like
those witnessed in 2017 in the Caribbean are often agents of population declines leading to substantial
changes in genetic diversity, genetic drift, inbreeding, effective population size, and bottlenecking.
This investigation set out to address the following objectives, as no genetic data exist for R. mangle in this
region: 1) Determine the genetic diversity of R. mangle from St. John, USVI; 2) assess genetic connectivity
among populations; and 3) assess genetic bottlenecks and gene fixation among populations.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Sites
St. John lies on the edge of the Caribbean Plate and is part of the Greater and Lesser Antilles
island chain. It has an underlying volcanic history, shaped by plate tectonics and regional uplift. It has
relatively steep slopes with seasonal rainfall patterns of a rainy season and a dry season, which shape
the vegetation patterns of the island [18]. Leaves from individual R. mangle trees were collected at five
sites on the island of St. John in the U.S. Virgin Islands: Hurricane Hole (N: 18.351604, W: −64.692168),
Great Lameshur Bay (N: 18.318655, W: −64.724214), Coral Bay (N: 18.346771, W: −64.771897), New Found
Bay (N: 18.344922, W: −64.667811), and Leinster Bay (N: 18.362599, W: −64.722501) (Figure 1). These sites
were chosen to reflect several regions of the island that remain minimally developed, compared to the
anthropogenically impacted Western part of the island housing the primary city, Cruz Bay. Hurricane
Hole, Great Lameshur Bay, and Leinster Bay exist within the limits of the US Virgin Islands National
Park. The Coral Bay region is moderately developed, as it is outside the park boundaries, but the
fringing mangrove forest remains intact. While New Found Bay is also outside the National Park, it is
a remote eastern site accessible only by boat. These sites also differed in their construct, with Hurricane
Hole, Coral Bay, and New Found Bay being characteristic of fringing mangroves; while Leinster and
Great Lameshur Bays are characteristic of a coastal forest type mangrove. Samples from an outgroup
population of R. mangle trees near Tampa Bay, Florida (N: 28.24103, W: −82.75483) were collected to
statistically root St. John populations and provide a geographic separation to assist in discriminating
the primary research objectives of the project. This population was conserved/protected as part the
Roberts Crown Wilderness Area in Florida and is subjected to stochastic weather events creating
a site that is geographically isolated from St. John, but possessing similar environmental stresses
and protection.
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Figure 1. Geographic collection sites of the red mangrove populations studied.
Figure
1. Geographic collection sites of the red mangrove populations studied.
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To amplify seven microsatellite loci from the extracted R. mangle DNA, PCR was utilized. Primers
for these seven amplified loci were developed by Ribeiro et al. [24]: RmBra18, RmBra19, RmBra20,
RmBra25, RmBra50, RmBra59, and RmBra64. Primers were synthesized and fluorescently labelled
with FAM (Life Technologies Corp., Carlsbad, CA, USA).
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Seven loci were employed for this analysis for the pragmatic reasons of cost, time, and experience
with previous research [14,23,25]. Additionally, Koskinen et al. [26] suggests that little benefit is gained
when more than seven loci are utilized in a population genetic study that is non-evolutionary in nature.
The PCR reactions were carried out using the protocol of Campanella et al. [14] with modifications
for the microsatellites employed. Specifically, the PCR program consisted of a 3 min denaturing step at
95 ◦ C, followed by 40 cycles of the following times and temperatures: 45 s at 95 ◦ C, 45 s of annealing
(RmBra18, 54 ◦ C; RmBra19. 54 ◦ C; RmBra20, 50 ◦ C; RmBra25, 50 ◦ C; RmBra50, 50 ◦ C; RmBra59, 54 ◦ C;
and RmBra64, 53 ◦ C) and 60 s at 72 ◦ C. All amplified PCR products were then stored at –20 ◦ C until
later analysis.
2.4. Microsatellite Allele Size Analysis
Allele sizes of microsatellite PCR products were determined in the same manner as Campanella
et al. [14]. The number of individuals in the R. mangle populations studied ranged from N = 18 to
N = 27. Not all loci amplified for each individual DNA sample, presumably due to dropout (i.e., allele
masking) at both alleles. To clarify, even though at least 20 individuals were employed for each locus
analyzed, there were two instances with the Leinster Bay population where “N” was less than 20.
The number of individuals analyzed (N) was in line with recent publications where R. mangle was
utilized for population genetics, including Kennedy et al. [27] (N = 15–30) and Sandoval-Castro et
al. [28] (N = 10–48).
2.5. Statistical Analysis of Data
Observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), and the coefficients of inbreeding
(FIS) were calculated with GenALEx v.6.5 under the codominant marker settings [29]. Negative FIS
values indicate no evidence of inbreeding, while positive values show potential inbreeding. In addition,
the Fst pair-wise population analysis was performed by GenALEx v.6.5. Microsat v.2.0 [30] was utilized
to generate genetic distance matrices, based on the allele frequencies and employing 1000 bootstraps.
The 1000 distance matrices generated were then analyzed by the Phylip v.3.6 subroutine Neighbor [31]
for neighbor joining to produce neighbor-joined cladograms. The 1000 neighbor-joined trees were then
collapsed down into a single consensus tree with the Phylip v.3.6 subroutine ‘Consense’ employing
the majority rule (extended). The same process was employed with the generation of the genetic
distance cladogram.
The program BOTTLENECK v.1.2.02 was used to estimate the likelihood of population
bottlenecks [32], using the Two Phase Mutation (TPM), Infinite Allele (IAA), and Stepwise Mutation
Hypothesis (SMM) models. The one-tailed Wilcoxon test was employed to examine heterozygosity
excess only [33]. Allelic dropout rates for all loci were determined using Microdrop [34], employing
the default settings for analysis.
The 2D Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) on all the individual trees was performed employing
Nei’s genetic distance [35] in the GenALEx v.6.5 program. Program parameters were set to employ
a triangular distance matrix. Visualization of the 2D analysis was then performed using R v.3.2.3 [36]
in its Linux version and the ggplot2 graphics library [37].
3. Results
3.1. Allelic Frequency Data and Diversity
All the populations demonstrated some variability in allele number over all loci (mean
Na = 3.2–5.0), but the New Found Bay trees exhibited the highest level of variability (mean Na = 5.0).
The RmBra64 site is the most variable locus over all the populations with a mean Na = 5.8 (Table 1).
The population that manifested the highest level of observed mean heterozygosity (Ho = 0.540)
was Leinster Bay and the lowest genetic diversity was found in Great Lameshur Bay (Ho = 0.129).
The observed heterozygosity of the other mangrove populations falls between these values (Table 1).
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Because the heterozygote frequencies observed in Hurricane Hole, New Found Bay, and Coral Bay were
lower than predicted, all the populations were examined for allele dropout. None of the populations
demonstrated serious signs of dropped alleles. The highest mean dropout frequency was the Florida
population at 0.143, but the Hurricane Hole population was also relatively high (0.115). We found
an overall mean dropout rate of 0.091 among all populations and loci. When the coefficient of inbreeding
was calculated, Leinster Bay had the lowest mean level of inbreeding, with the only mean negative
coefficient of local inbreeding (Fis = –0.083) in the populations studied (Table 1). Great Lameshur had
the highest evident level of inbreeding (mean Fis = 0.660), while Coral Bay, Hurricane Hole, and New
Found Bay all had lower mean inbreeding coefficients (Table 1), but only Leinster Bay displayed
a mean negative Fis value. The Tampa Bay outgroup demonstrated an even higher mean frequency of
inbreeding (Fis = 0.662) and also had low genetic diversity (mean Ho = 0.214).
Table 1. Genetic diversity in all of the populations of red mangrove studied. Designated markers
reflect RmBra microsatellites with markers identified by their number and abbreviated RB. Na, number
of alleles; Ho , observed heterozygotes; He , expected heterozygotes; FIS , coefficient of local inbreeding;
and N, numbers of genets employed. N/C= not calculated.
Population
Great Lameshur Bay

Coral Bay

Hurricane Hole

New Found Bay

Leinster Bay

Tampa Bay, FL

N
Na
Ho
He
Fis
N
Na
Ho
He
Fis
N
Na
Ho
He
Fis
N
Na
Ho
He
Fis
N
Na
Ho
He
Fis
N
Na
Ho
He
Fis

RB 18

RB 19

RB 20

RB 25

RB 50

RB 59

RB 64

25
3
0.080
0.486
0.835
27
5
0.519
0.581
0.107
22
4
0.045
0.170
0.733
25
6
0.120
0.750
0.840
20
5
0.850
0.750
−0.133
20
4
0.150
0.404
0.628

25
5
0.040
0.318
0.874
27
2
0.037
0.105
0.647
22
5
0.136
0.286
0.523
25
4
0.000
0.285
1.000
18
4
0.222
0.296
0.250
20
7
0.100
0.583
0.828

25
5
0.040
0.558
0.928
27
3
0.593
0.551
−0.076
22
3
0.227
0.280
0.188
25
5
0.080
0.287
0.721
20
1
0.000
0.000
N/C
20
7
0.300
0.774
0.612

25
3
0.280
0.498
0.438
27
4
0.444
0.486
0.085
22
3
0.227
0.526
0.568
25
3
0.440
0.530
0.170
20
2
0.550
0.399
−0.379
20
6
0.050
0.774
0.935

25
2
0.200
0.241
0.169
27
2
0.000
0.071
1.000
22
2
0.227
0.449
0.494
25
4
0.440
0.422
−0.044
20
5
0.900
0.639
−0.409
20
4
0.550
0.669
0.178

25
2
0.280
0.449
0.376
27
5
0.222
0.354
0.372
22
2
0.000
0.087
1.000
25
4
0.120
0.369
0.675
20
6
0.700
0.668
−0.049
20
3
0.350
0.629
0.443

25
3
0.000
0.150
1.000
27
4
0.074
0.173
0.571
22
6
0.045
0.454
0.900
25
9
0.160
0.442
0.638
18
11
0.556
0.715
0.222
20
2
0.000
0.480
1.000

Mean
3.286
0.129
0.386
0.660
3.571
0.270
0.331
0.387
3.571
0.131
0.322
0.630
5.000
0.194
0.441
0.571
4.857
0.540
0.495
−0.083
4.714
0.214
0.616
0.662

3.2. Genetic Distance and Bottlenecks
The Edward’s chord distance cladogram (Figure 2) was the most trustworthy phylogenetic
prediction with all bootstrap values over 60% [38]. The tree morphology lends support to interactivity
between the populations and also supports Florida as a geographic outgroup (Figure 2). The two
adjacent St. John populations, Hurricane Hole and Coral Bay, clade together suggesting a level of
genetic connection. Equally, the Leinster Bay and New Found Bay forests, in the North, end up in the
same clade. Great Lameshur Bay ends up separated from all the other island populations with a high
bootstrap value (707) supporting that tree topology, and further reinforcing Great Lameshur as being
an impacted and isolated recovering population (Figure 2).
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Table 2. Bottlenecks analysis performed using three models of evolutionary change. The probability
Population
Stepwise
Mutation
Infinite
Allele
Two PhaseWilcoxon
Mutation testMean
of population
bottlenecks
was
determined
using
the one-tailed
with the three models
Great Lameshur
0.289
0.148
0.155
applied.
Values supporting0.027
bottlenecks are in Bold.
Coral Bay

Hurricane Hole
Population

0.007

0.011 Mutation
Stepwise

New Found Bay
GreatLeinster
Lameshur
Bay
Coral
TampaBay
Bay, FL

Hurricane Hole
New Found Bay
Leinster Bay
Tampa Bay, FL

0.007
0.027
0.039
0.007
0.039

0.011
0.007
0.039
0.039

0.019
0.027
Infinite Allele
0.019
0.078 0.289
0.168 0.019

0.027
0.019
0.078
0.168

0.007
0.011
0.019
0.019
Two Phase Mutation
0.019
0.015
0.148 0.052
0.039
0.007 0.147
0.234

0.019
0.019
0.039
0.234

Mean
0.155
0.011
0.019
0.015
0.052
0.147

3.3. Fixation and Connectivity
Differentiation between the populations was examined with pair-wise fixation index (Fst) values
(Table 3). Florida was the most differentiated population (Fst = 0.104–0.194), as would be expected of
a geographical outgroup. The island populations showed little differentiation among themselves with
most Fst values well below 0.100 (Table 3). The Great Lameshur and Hurricane Hole groves showed
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the largest differentiation between any two island populations with 0.113. This result would support
the hypothesis that the protected Hurricane Hole and the exposed, damaged Great Lameshur share
less genetic material than the other island populations.
Table 3. Mangrove pair-wise population FST values (via allelic frequency).
Populations

Great Lameshur

Coral Bay

Hurricane Hole

New Found Bay

Leinster Bay

Tampa Bay

Great Lameshur
Coral Bay
Hurricane Hole
New Found Bay
Leinster Bay
Tampa Bay, FL

0.000
0.033
0.113
0.044
0.072
0.104

0.000
0.078
0.044
0.095
0.155

0.000
0.046
0.112
0.194

0.000
0.049
0.129

0.000
0.119

0.000

The Hurricane Hole and Leinster Bay populations are almost as differentiated (Fst = 0.112) as
Hurricane Hole and Great Lameshur. Both Hurricane Hole and Leinster have been physically protected
from hurricanes by their geography and neither show bottlenecks. It is likely that the sources of the
differentiation between the two forests are geographic in nature. Leinster and Hurricane Hole are two
of the more distant populations by the water route, and furthermore, currents around the island do not
allow for easy communication of propagules between the two locations.
An additional connectivity study was performed using a principal coordinate analysis (Figure 3).
The variation of all seven microsatellite loci in all 139 trees investigated was compared to clarify how the
individual trees are related to one another. The Tampa Bay population is clearly a geographic outgroup
to the island populations. The individual Tampa Bay trees are spread out and mostly separated along
the Coordinate 2 axis (Figure 3). There is some crossover of individuals from Great Lameshur Bay,
Leinster Bay, and New Found Bay, but the bulk of the St. John trees stay separated on one edge of the
Diversity 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
9 of 15
Tampa Bay “orbit”.
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4. Discussion
Mangrove forests are essential habitat for fish and invertebrates and contribute to fish biomass
on nearby reefs [7]. Additionally, they represent a substantial carbon sink through production of
organic matter and burial within the anoxic sediments contributing to substantial carbon
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4. Discussion
Mangrove forests are essential habitat for fish and invertebrates and contribute to fish biomass on
nearby reefs [7]. Additionally, they represent a substantial carbon sink through production of organic
matter and burial within the anoxic sediments contributing to substantial carbon sequestrations [41,42].
However, mangrove forests have seen significant global declines in the last half century from ever
increasing human impacts on these communities as sites for aquaculture, housing and coastal
development, as well as harvests for wood [4]. As global losses continue from direct human activities,
changes in climate conditions may add indirect pressures on these communities through sea level rise
and increases in frequency and intensity of tropical storms [43,44].
One troubling factor from these dramatic global declines is the potential for severe genetic
degradation among impacted mangrove populations. While large, intact forests may show strong
resilience to multiple climate stressors [9,45], fringing and isolated populations may exhibit low genetic
diversity, population bottlenecks, and inbreeding [12]. Consequently, evaluating the genetic diversity
of these populations is critical to assessing their resilience under the current climate changes and can
allow us to develop sound restoration goals to improve genetic diversity.
When we examined the genetic diversity among the St. John populations, they did not differ
greatly from other red mangrove populations in the Caribbean or Central/North America. Takayama
et al. [46] found that four Mexican mangrove forests exhibited a range of Ho values from 0.13 to 0.42,
with a central Florida forest having a Ho = 0.35. The same study reported the most diverse Mexican
population with no evidence of inbreeding (Fis = −0.23) and the Florida population evincing high
levels of inbreeding with a Fis = 0.35. Sandoval-Castro et al. [28] also found comparable diversity in
mangroves along the Caribbean coast of Mexico, where the mean Ho for the five populations studied
was 0.26 ± 0.02. More recently, Kennedy et al. [27] examined the genetic diversity of R. mangle in the
islands of the Caribbean and Florida. This report revealed that among eight populations scattered over
the region, none had a Fis value below zero, and all displayed various levels of inbreeding, especially
populations from Puerto Rico (Fis = 0.26) and the Florida Everglades (Fis = 0.23). However, a more
comprehensive assessment of genetic diversity, resulting from range expansion in Florida, by Kennedy
et al. [47], indicated higher levels of genetic diversity (Ho = 0.2–0.48) in these younger populations due
to natural dispersal of propagules.
While inbreeding and low genetic diversity pose significant genetic deficiencies in populations,
evolutionary bottlenecks are bellwethers of populations ill-adapted to survive environmental or
climactic shifts [48]. Our results show that the Great Lameshur and Tampa Bay populations are
genetically bottlenecked (Table 2). Both of these systems have shown destruction by hurricanes,
including Hugo (1989) in St. John and Andrew (1992), which destroyed mangrove forests throughout
southwest and central Florida [49]. Additionally, a series of cold snaps across the Florida peninsula
in the early 1990s [50], may have curtailed mangrove recruitment in the area. These events resulted
in population checks and could be responsible for in the lack of genetic diversity, high inbreeding,
and bottlenecks observed in the Great Lameshur and Tampa Bay populations. Interestingly, both of
these systems have had restoration efforts to accelerate re-growth [21,51,52], but development of fully
recovered forests may take decades, and it is possible that insufficient time has occurred to provide
functional trajectories of resilient populations. Additionally, many restoration efforts have focused
on establishment of individuals, irrespective of genetic diversity. While this may support short-term
establishment goals, without a robust genetic diversity among planted individuals, restored sites
may fail in the long-term under changing environmental conditions. Consequently, restoration efforts
should assess the regional plant genetic diversity and potentially employ propagules from numerous
populations to improve resiliency under future climatic changes [53,54].
When we evaluated the regional relatedness among populations, one unexpected result was
the similarity in Fst values between the New Found Bay population and all others on St. John
(Table 3), despite the larger geographic distance. Two potential, but opposing, mechanisms may
explain this. New Found Bay could be a source of propagules or pollen for the other four populations
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or it could be a sink. Seedling recruitment from more distant populations is a realistic possibility.
Red mangroves have wind-pollinated flowers [55] that produce a fruit which germinates and begins
growing while attached to the parent. Propagules then release and can float in a viable state in the
water for up to a year [1]. While this scenario could produce propagules for broad distribution,
New Found Bay is a fringing mangrove community with open exposure to the ocean on the Eastern
side of St. John. Propagules produced certainly could travel both North to Leinster Bay and South
to the other three populations, but prevailing wind patterns suggest that there would be a greater
possibility that this population could be a distant source of pollen. Both scenarios could explain
the relatedness, but analysis of propagules from all systems would be necessary to discern between
these two possibilities. The other pair-wise sites with high connectedness are Coral Bay with both
Hurricane Hole and Great Lameshur (Fst 0.078 and 0.033, respectively). The close geographic distance
between Coral Bay and Hurricane Hole indicates that both pollen and propagules could easily be
shared. The similarity with Great Lameshur, however, is most likely due to the fact that Coral Bay was
a source of propagules used in restoration efforts [20]. The cladogram supports specific connectivity
between the two geographically “northern” populations (the Leinster Bay and New Found Bay clade)
and the two “southern” populations (the Hurricane Hole and Coral Bay clade), but Great Lameshur
manifests more genetic distance from all the other island populations (Figure 2). Edward’s chord
model [38] makes no biologic assumptions and is generated by a geometric view of the distances
between multi-dimensional points on a hypersphere. This result supports Takezaki and Nei [56],
who found that the chord model, using microsatellite data, produced some of the most reliable trees,
when put to the test against other common distance models.
The principal coordinate analysis provides further evidence for the connectivity among the St.
John populations. The 2D analysis shows the Tampa Bay population is clearly a geographic outgroup
with its own “constellation” (Figure 3). Although a few individual trees in the island populations are
outliers with Tampa Bay, most are quite homogenous compared to the other island populations. In short,
~79% of the trees from the island populations cover a small area/volume of the PCoAs, suggesting
overall homogeneity and broadly perhaps a meta-population (Figure 3). One question that still remains
unanswered is why it has taken Great Lameshur more than 25 years to re-establish red mangrove trees.
The generation times of red mangroves has been estimated to be 10 to 40 years [57]. Based on those
assessments, Great Lameshur could have developed an additional one to two generations of R. mangle
since Hurricane Hugo, but our results do not support this.
So what may have happened to inhibit regrowth? The best explanation is that Hurricane Hugo
altered topography, hydrologic conditions, salinity, and/or soil characteristics in the system making
mangrove recovery and regrowth inhospitable. Krauss et al. [58] reviewed the limitations to recovery
and development of mangrove forests by environmental stressors and identified all of these, as well as
photoinhibition, as substantial limiting factors. Kontos and Bologna [59] and Bologna [22] document
hypoxia within the mangrove channel in Great Lameshur due to the flow restrictions caused by
Hurricane Hugo. Low dissolved oxygen has been shown to reduce mangrove seedling growth [60]
and sedimentary features (e.g., H2 S, Eh) negatively affect survival of seedlings leading to mortality
exceeding recruitment [61]. Additionally, reliance on propagules from other populations may limit
recovery due to their buoyancy and poor transport mechanisms [62]. Since the destruction of the
forest in 1989, the slow recovery may simply be the result of lack of seedling survival due to altered
environmental conditions. Proffitt et al. [63] found reduced reproduction in R. mangle populations in
Florida following Hurricane Charlie, while Harris et al. [64] documented that reduced tidal flushing
significantly reduced seedling abundance and plant productivity. The Great Lameshur mangrove forest
was subjected to these stressors and the lack of recovery is supported by these findings. This is very
troubling, because the low genetic diversity and population bottlenecking suggest that Great Lameshur
does not have an effective population size for long-term survival, while the other populations are
less in danger. Small populations are generally threatened to become extinct based on genetic drift,
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stochastic inheritance, and environmental variation. Even a less powerful hurricane than Hugo coming
close to St. John, may exert significant stress on an already vulnerable population.
One way to address both the functional and genetic problems encountered during the loss of
mangrove trees is through active restoration [10]. In this way, population growth can be accelerated
by the use of seedlings leading to elevated genetic diversity and minimizing recruitment limitations.
Frequently, restoration and recovery are dependent upon a favorable change in environmental
parameters [58]. Previous restoration efforts have been impeded for years at similar sites that were
previously hospitable to mangrove growth [1,18,20,21]. In 2010, Hurricanes Otto (category 1) and Earl
(category 4) helped dramatically to open the tidal channel in the devastated forest of Great Lameshur,
thereby increasing exchange with the ocean and improving water quality (Bologna unpublished data).
This return of tidal flow is critical for mangrove seedlings to thrive, as they lack the physiological
tolerance that adult trees exhibit [1,21]. This is likely why early restorations were unsuccessful and
recovery has not taken place at the pace expected, given the undeveloped and pristine nature of this
area. For the long-term success of this forest, more aggressive restoration activities may be required.
However, without an improvement to generalized water quality through elevated tidal exchange,
the prognosis is limited [65]. Large-scale restoration efforts have seen success, but success is not
a guarantee if environmental stressors are not controlled and active management is not employed [66].
Additionally, geomorphology and hydrology are critical elements for recovery and restoration of
mangroves [65,67] and this appears to be a critical factor in the health of the Great Lameshur Bay forest.
The impacts of recent hurricanes in the Caribbean have yet to be fully evaluated, but the potential
exists that Hurricanes Irma and Maria could have damaged additional mangrove populations [68] and
reset the resilience clock for mangrove recovery in St. John.
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